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NONSTEADY-STATE DETONATIONS IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL PLANE,

DIVERGING, AND CONVERGING GEOMETRIES

by

Charles L. Mader and B. G. Craig

ABSTRACT

Experimental evidence is described demonstrating that detona-
tion waves in one-dimensional plane geometry are not steady state.r
The effective Chapman-Jouguet pressure ia observed to increase as

~m~
the detonation wave runa. A detonation build-up model waa developed

-m that can be used with numerical hydrodynamic computer programs to
.- ~.= reproduce the observed behavior of nonsteady-state detonations in
m- ~z= plane geometry.

?=
—+~z:..

Using the detonation build-up model, the one-d&ensional flow
-m,

2===.~m’ of spherically and cylindrically diverging detonation waves can be
_o closely approximated as evidenced by the agreement with experimental

:co~

3=
data. The effect of detonation build-up in diverging geometry ia

ml”
~mr

masked by the larger divergence effect.
8,-ml The one-dimensional flow of converging detonations can be
~m~ closely approximated using the build-up model. The convergence effect~

==”1

on detonations can be described by appropriate scaling of the state
parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the results in this report were pre-

viously described by Nader in 1968. Until November

1974, the concept of detonation build-up was clas-

sified. For more than 6 yr the results described in

this report have been applied successfully to many

engineering problems. Several critical experiments

to test the detonation build-up concept have been

performed since its initial description became

available to the classified technical community.

This report contains the declassified portions of

the earlier work and some of the newer results that

have not been previously published.

The first obsemation of build-up of detonation

waa for the explosive, PBX-9404. Build-up of deto-

nation has also been observed for the explosives,

Composition B and TNT.

In 1965, Craigl first discovered the nature of

the nonsteady behavior of explosives. He studied

the interaction of the explosive 9404 in one-dimen-

sional plane geometry at four charge lengths with

Dural, magnesium, and Plexiglas plates. If the 9404

has steady-state behavior, the experimental data

should have scaled as a function of plate vs explo-

sive thickness. The data did not scale and the data

clearly indicate that the effective Chapman-Jouguet

(C-J) pressure (P~CJ) for underinitiated detonating

9404 increasea, or builds up as the detonation wave

runs.

The result was not unexpected, because at about

the same time, Davis et al.
2
had shown from other

experimental studies that the steady-state C-J theo-

ry did not accurately describe the behavior of real

explosives. The exact nature of the nonsteady-state

behavior shown by Craig’s datal (a change of 25% in

P~cJ with leas than 1% in detonation velocity) was a

surprise to most detonation scientists; however, it

permitted one to understand why thin layers of ex-

plosives behaved so differently than expected from

the simple calculations calibrated with data from

thicker explosive charges.
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The physical and chemical proceasea that cause

the nonsteady-atate behavior of explosives are still

unknown. Meder3 hsa shown that the solution of the

Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics, using

Arrhenius chemical reaction and accurate equations

of state for condensed explosives, results in deto-

nations that exhibit unstable periodic behavior.

The steady-state Chapmsn-Jouguet theory of the deto-

nation process cannot properly describe the behavior

of real explosives that exhibit unstable periodic

behavior. Msder’s calculations give no hint of the

nature of the actual behavior that ia to be expected

and may have no physical reality because the real

chemical reactions are more complicated than is as-

sumed by the calculations. Real explosives,4 that

have solid carbon as a detonation product, exhibit

behavior that is not adequately described without

the inclusion of some time-dependent phenomenon,

such as diffusion-controlled carbon deposition or

some other kinetic behavior of the detonation prod-

ucts. A time-dependent carbon deposition is the on-

ly process we have considered that could account for

the large energy deficits required by our model.

The obvious test of such a suggestion, that of study-

ing the build-up behavior of an oxygen-rich explo-

sive, has not been performed.

Although we have clues indicating the processes

that result in failure of the steady-state detona-

tion model, they are currently of little value to

the numerical engineer who wishes to treat an explo-

sive as realistically as practicable. He would like

a description of the explosive behavior that would

work in divergent and convergent geometry as well as

plane geometry. We shall limit our discussion to

one-dimensional flow, not because of a lack of inter-

est in two- and three-dimensional flow, but because

the multidimensional problem appears extremely com-

plicated, as evidenced by studiess of simple two-di-

mensional detonations.
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II. THE BUILD-UP MODEL

This report describes the numerical results ob-

tained modeling various experimental studies with

the build-up model. We assume that a real nonsteady-

state detonation can be adequately approximated by a

series of steady-state detonations with instantaneous

reaction whose “effective C-J pressures” vary with

the distance of run. This empirical model dependa

completely upon experimental data for its calibra-

tion. If one changes the magnitude or duration of

the initiating pulse or changes the explosive from

one for which experimental data are available, new

experimental data must be generated and the model

calibrated for the new system.

It is important to understand that this discus-

sion is about the build-up of the effective C-J pres-—

sure of detonating 9404 initiated at pressures less

than infinite-medium effective C-J pressure, but

greater than that pressure required for prompt ini-

tiation (-100 kbar for most explosives). This ia

not to be confused with the build-up to detonation,—

characteristic of the process of shock initiation of

heterogeneous explosives initiated by a shock wave
6

of a few tens of kilobars.

Becauae the nonsteady-state detonation process

requires new concepts, soze appropriate definitiona

are given below.

Build-Up ‘IODetonation - Characteristic of the

process of shock initiation of heterogeneous

explosives initiated by a shock wave of a few

tens of kilobars.

Build-Up OF Detonation - The change of the ef-

fective C-J pressure of a detonating explosive

initiated at pressures less than infinite-medi-

um effective C-J pressures, but greater than

that required for relatively prompt initiation.

The Build-Up Model - An empirical model for en-

gineering purposes that depends on experimental

data for calibration. The model assumes that a

real nonsteady-state detonation can be adequate-

ly approximated by a series of steady-state

detonations with Instantaneous reaction and con-

stant detonation velocity whose effective C-J

pressures vary with the distance of run for a

particular initiation system.

Effective C-J Pressure - The maximum pressure

of a completely decomposed explosive in a stead-

y-state detonation, used to approximate the

nonsteady-state flow associated with a particu-

lar distance of run and initiating system.

Infinite-Medium Effective C-J Pressure - The ac-

tual steady-state C-J detonation pressure for

an explosive. In practical plane wave systems,

2
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it can only be achieved if the explosive is

initially overdriven.

Peak Detonation Pressure - The largest pressure

obtaiged in diverging or converging flow after

some distance of travel, using an equation of

state with an effective C-J pressure that is

characteristic of some distance of run in slab

geometry.

THE NUMERICAL METHODS

We used the SIN code7 to compute most of the

one-dimensional problems described in this report.

For a few problems, the characteristic code RICSHAW,
8

as revised by R.ivard,was used to check the results

obtained with SIN.

We studied the methods of burning the explosive

to determine if the numerical.results were independ-

ent of the burn technique. The gamma-law Taylor

wave burn technique for slabs, the Arrhenius rate

law, and the C-J volume burn technique are described

in Ref. 7. The sharp-shock burn technique is des-

cribed in Ref. 6. Another method in common use is

the programmed burn, which aasumea that the time to

burn an explosive cell can be predetermined from the

detonation velocity. Any of the methods is satis-

factory for plane geometry, but the gamma-law Taylor

wave method is faster and requires fewer cells in

the numerical calculation. For divergent geometry,

the Arrhenius rate law gives the beat results; how-

ever, the C-J volume burn technique can be used if,

in addition to the usual prescription,7 the cell

burn is completed when expansion of.the cell begins.

The sharp-shock burn technique of SIN or RICSRAW

cannot be used in divergent geometry. In convergent

geometry, the C-J volume burn, Arrheniua rate law, or

sharp-shock burn of SIN or RICSHAW can be used. The

programmed burn technique can be used tf one can

predetermine how the detonation velocity changes

with convergence. In Sec. IX, we show how this is

possible to a goob first approximation, and therefore

the progrsnnnedburn technique can be used in conver-

gent geometry.

Most of the plane calculation used 400 cells

or space increments in the metal and 250 cells in

the explosive. Moat of the calculations of spheri-

cally diverging detonations were performed with 600

cells in the explosive and 300 cells in the metal.

Most of the calculations of spherically converging

detonations used 800 cells in the explosive.

The equation of state used was the HOM equa-

tion of state.
7

The Hugoniot of the aluminum was

described using experimentally determined linear

shock velocity Us and particle velocity U curves,
P

expressed as U =C+su. The constants used,
s P

which are identical to those in Ref. 7, are given

below.

Metal PO c s
—— ——

Al 2.785 0.535 1.35

Generally, the PIC form’ of

with a constant of 2.0.

The gamma-law equation

Y a Cv—

l.’ 2.4 x 10-5 0.22

the viscosity was used

of state for a steady-

state detonation is described below for the conven-

ience of the reader.

VY=c,
‘CJ CJ

yvo

‘CJ “~ ‘

!LnPi=9.nC-y!?.nV ,

Pv ‘CJ ‘CJ + ‘CJ—_
Ii”y-l y-l

y (V. -vcJ) .

Given the initial density, PO, detonation velocity,

POD2

“ and ‘CJ
= —, the isentrope of the detonationy+l

products is defined for any given PcJ~ y~ or VCJ“
One calculates off the isentrope by using the con-

stant beta equation of state

—(l-Ii)+pi ,
‘= (:)

where

‘– anda=[(Mih-2r“
~_l +12

Y

A value of 0.66 was used for the d(!?.nD)/d(&n p) of

3



9404, and f3varied from 1.30 at PECJ = 0.365 Mbar to

0.607 at PECJ = 0.306 Mbar.

Throughout this report the “gamma-law equation

of state” means that the gamma-law equation is used

to de8cribe the isentrope through the C-J point and

the constant beta equation is used to calculate off

the isentrope. The “BKW equation of state” means

that the Becker-ICi.stiakowsky-Wilaon4equation of

state ia used to describe the isentrope through the

C-J point and a variable beta equation of state is

used to calculate off the isentrope, with beta a

function of volume as defined by the BKW equation of

state.

IV. BUILD-UP OF 9404 IN PLANE GEOMETRY

Craig’s experimental data show that the effec-

tive C-J pressure of underinitiated, detonating 9404

increases or builds up as the detonation wave runs.

Craig found that the effective C-J pressure increases

with distance as ahown in Fig. 1 for 9404 initiated

with a Baratol plane wave lens. Effective C-J pres-

sures were obtained using Dural, magnesium, and

Plexiglas plates that were identical within experi-

mental error for the same distance of run. The ex-

perimental data used in Fig. 1 are given in Table I.

Craig also observed that the detonation wave veloci-

ty remains within 100 mla of 8800 mja for all the

systems studied. Assuming that a real nonsteady-

state detonation can be approximated by a series of

steady-state detonations whose effective C-J pres-

sures vary with the distance of run, we can use

OISTANCEOF RUN (Clli

Fig. 1. Craig’s experimental effective
of 9404 va distance of run for
wave initiation of 9404 alaba.

C-J pressures
Baratol plane

(y = PoD2/P
ECJ)

-1 ,

(where PO, the initial density, is 1.844 g/cm3, D,

the detonation velocity, 0.88 cm/pa, and PECJ is the

effective C-J pressure in Mbar) to calculate gamma

aa a function of distance of

This may be described by the

“build-up equation”

y = 2.68 + 1.39/(distance of

or

Y = 2.68 + 1.58/(time of run

run as shown in Fig. 2.

equation called the

run in cm)

in us) .

3.8 ,, I I 1 I I I I

3.6 –

3.4 –
a
z
x
S 3.2 —

3.0 –

2.80 I I I
2.0 4.0 6.0 8CI 12.0 14.0

DISTANCE OF RUN (cm)

3.8 I I I

3.6 –

3.4 –

s= 3.2 –

s

3.0 –

2.60~

l/DISTANCE OF RUN (cm)

Fig. 2. Gamma-law equation of atate gamma calcu-
lated using Craig’s experimental effective
C-J pressures of 9404 vs distance of run
and vs the reciprocal of the distance of
run.

I

I
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TABLE I

9404 EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Initiation
Plate Free-Surface (Diameter Length/

Charge Length Charge Diameter Thickness Velocity Baratol Diameter ‘ECJ
(cm) (cm) Plate Material (mm) (mm/ps) lens - cm) Retio (kbar)

1.27 10.16 2024 ST Dural 3.2 3.12 10.16 0.125 303

4.5 3.03

6.4 2.92

12.7 2..57

1.27 30.48 2024 ST Durai 3.27 3.20 30.48 0.0416 312

4.55 3.13

1.27 10.16 Magnesium 3.34 4.18 10.16 0.125 306

3.72 4.14

5.00 4.10

7.83 3.95

2.54 20.32 2024 ST Dural 2.20 3.45 20.32 0.125 335

2.50 3.45

4.50 3.39

6.35 3.33

12.70 3.075

25.40 2.675

5.08 30.48 2024 ST Dural 2.81 3.67 30.48 0.167 358

4.59 3.61

12.17 3.47

21.0 3.27

10.16 30.48 2024 ST Dural 3.13 3.90 30.48 0.333 375

25.4 3.45a

50.9 3.02a

10.16 30.48 Plexiglas 6.0 6.00 30.48 0.333 372

12.0 5.65a

24.5 5.34a

51.0 4.66a

aBelieved to be two-dimensional.

The fit was used down to 0.8 ps (0.704 cm); then, giving unreasonable results for ehort times and dis-

the gamma was kept constant at 4.655 (PECJ = 0.252 tances of run. Although this permits us to obtain

Mbar) for shorter times and distances of run. This good estimates of the effective C-J pressure, we

arbitrary limit was imposed to prevent the fit from still have the problem of how to best describe the

5
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Taylor wave. We ran calculations for the experi-

mental geometries studied by Craig, assuming that

the entire explosive burned with the constant gamma

for the total distance of run, and also with the

gamma varying through the flow according to the

build-up equation described above. For the latter

case, the gamma of each cell was held constant at

its value when the detonation wave first passed

through it. The Taylor waves are shown in Figs. 3

and 4 and their effect on the Dural plate motion is

shown in Fig. 5. To a very good first approxinsa-

tion, we can use a constant gamma for the total dis-

tance of run to describe the Taylor wave.

It is interesting to note that from 4-10 cm of

run, the effective C-J pressure variea only from 350-

375 kbar. Most plane wave experimental studies are

In this range of run. The USUS1 effective C-J pres-

sure stated for 9404 is 365 kbar. The actual in-

finite-medium effective C-J pressure of 9404 is ap-

proximately 400 kbar. The 365-kbar value was de-

termined by Deal some 15 yr ago using a charge ge-

ometry that was 14.2-cm-long and 14.2-cm diameter.

We believe this system is two-dimensional. The ef-

fect of the side rarefactions is shown in Fig. 6,

where the experimental free-surface velocities are

400
1 I I 1

— CONSTANT GAMMA

300 ‘- y = 2.68 + 1.58/TIME

;
=

g

\

\

100 —
\\

‘\

“’,-1.27 cm

DISTANCE (cm)

Fig. 3. Calculated Taylor waves for 1.27 and 2.54 cm
of 9404 with constant gammas of 3.77 and
3.227, respectively, and with a variable
gamma.

1’
1’1’1’1

400

k’”% — CONSTANT CAMMA

-- y= 2.68 + 1.S8/TIME

300

r

100
t

‘; 5.08 cm

DISTANCE (Cd

Fig. 4. Calculated Taylor waves for 5.08 and 10.16
cm of 9404 with a constant gamma of 2.9536
and 2.817, respectively, and with a varia-
ble gamma.

markedly lower than the calculated velocities as the

metal is affected by more of the Taylor wave. It f.S

thus a matter of luck that the two-dimensional ef-

fects lowered the extrapolated pressure into the

range where most plane wave experiments are perform-

ed. This is why the BKW equation of state calibra-

tions,
4
using Deal’s effective C-J pressures, worked

so wel..l.in describing most plane wave experimental

data. Our build-up model will not work for slab

systems whose length-to-diameter ratio is greater

than 0.25 and which are not supported by a plane

wave. The resson such a small value for the length-

to-diemeter ratio is chosen is that most plane wave

systems are sufficiently plane and uniform only over

the inside half or less of their diameter, so only

the inner half of the explosive charge is properly

supported. The small length-to-diameterratio also

is chosen to eliminate the effect of side rarefac-

tions while the shock travels through the metal plate.

This concept is not accepted by Bdzil and Davisg as

is discussed in Sec. VII.

The effect of changing the magnitude of the ini-

tiating pulse can be estimated by shifting the

6
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3.8 – -- CALCULATED USING
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; 3.6 — ‘Y *.*
+ \

[

\ *..
\ -..

~ -.

* 3,4 :
\ ‘.. -\ --10.16 cm

\ \
\ -.

1- \cj \
G \ \
0 I %
id \ ~. 5.08 cm
w 3.2 \

~

\
E
g

\
\\o

a \o
z 3.0 –\ \

\
A \ \
w ‘, ●

\
~ \

\ \
\

< 2.8 — {, \
IY \

\
2 \

\
\

\. 2.54 cm
\

2.6 \
\ ,e

\
\
\

2.4
t

i.27 cm

~~

DURAL PLATE TH IC.KNESS (cm)

Fig. 5. Dural free-surface velocities vs Dural plate
thickness for 1.27, 2.54, 5.08, and 10.16
cm of 9404. Curvea show Craig’s data and
the calculated results obtained for con-
stant gamma Taylor wavea (3.77, 3.227,
2.9536, and 2.817, respectively) and
y = 2.68 + 1.58/Time Taylor wave.

build-up curve shown in Fig. 1 so that the curve in-

tersects the pressure axia at whatever the initiat-

ing pressure in the explosive is for the particular

driving system. Thus, if the explosive is driven

with a flying plate that delivers 400 kbar to 9404,

the build-up curve will be flat and no build-up will

occur. If the initial presaure ia greater than the

infinite-medium effective C-J pressure, a decay oc-

curs until the infinite-medium effective C-J pressure

is achieved. The build-up curve shown in Fig. 1 doea

not addreas the problem of strongly overdriven deto-

nation.

The experimental free-surface velocities for

Durel include an effect of the elastic component of

the rarefaction. Because this effect ia nonscaling

if the explosive ia nonscsling, we must understand

4.0

F
O DEAL’S 14.224-cm DATA

LENGTH/DIAMETER = 1.0 <

3.8

~1

—CALCULATED USING y= 2.914

3.6 –

~

g
14.224 cm

3.4 —
o

E 10.16 cm
G
o
d
> 3.2 —

5.08 cm

2.6

2.4 I

I I I I I I
o I .0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

\\
2.54 cm

1.27 cm

DURAL PLATE THICKNESS (cm)

Fig. 6. Deal’s experimental 9404 data for 14.224 cm
of run with a two-dimensional system whose
length/diemeter waa 1.0 are shown. The cal-
culated results obtained for a constant gam-
ma (2.914) Taylor wave are shown for 1.27,
2.54, 5.08, 10.16, and 14.224 cm of run.
These results scale as Dural vs RR thick-
ness, but each thickness is shown for com-
parison with Fig. 5.

its effect on Craig’s explosive build-up data. One

is not certain of the yield strength of aluminum at

300-400 kbar, but a yield of 5.5 kbar successfully

reproduces the Stanford Research Institute data at

330 kba~”
11

and the data of Isbell et al. at 250

kbar. Calculations were performed for the 9404-alu-

minum systems teated by Craig, using a 5.5-kbar

yield and the method described in Ref. 10. The

largest effect of the elaatic component was to de-

crease the free-surface velocity by 0.01 cm/ps for

the 1.27-cm-thick 9404 and 1.27-cm-thick aluminum

syatam. Thinner aluminum plates and longer explo-

sive distances of run resulted in correspondingly

smaller effects as shown in Fig. 7. The elastic

7
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\

2.6—
\
\

\
\
\

2.4— \
\ 1.27cm

I
\
, I

o I .0 2.0 3.0 4.0

DURAL PLATE THICKNESS (cm)

Fig. 7. Dural free-surface velocities vs Dural plate
thickness for 1.27 and 5.08 cm of 9404.
The calculated results for gamma of 3.77
and 2.9536 are shown for a yield of zero
(as in Fig. 5) and for a 5.5-kbar yield in
aluminum.

effect waa small compared with the build-up effect

and for moat of Craig~s data, smaller than the ex-

perimental error.

Venable,12 using techniques similar to those

described in Ref. 13 and the PHBRMEX radiographic

facility, determined the behavior of a P-081 Earatol

lens initiating 10.16 cm of 9404 with 0.00127-cm-

thick tantalum foils embedded every 0.638 cm. T%e

radiograph was taken after the detonation ran 4.985

cm. The effective C-J pressure for a P-081 Baratol

lens initiating 5 cm of 9404 is ’365 kbar. The tan-

talum foils are expected to interrupt the build-up

0.4
I

../ ‘ECJ = 300 kbor
1

INITIAL FOIL POSITION (cm)

Fig. 8. Experimental tantalum foil displacements in
4.985 cm of 9404 with 0.00127-cm-thick foils
embedded every 0.638 cm. The calculated
displacements with effective C-J pressures
of 365, 320, and 300 kbar are also shown.

process, and the effective C-J preaaure for 9404

with tantalum foils would be less than 365 kbar (the

pressure with no tantalum foils) but greater than

300 kbar (the effective C-J pressure for 0.638 cm of

9404 initiated inside a O.1-cm-thick tuballoy plate

driven by 9404).

The experimental foil displacement as a func-

tion of the initial foil position ia ahown in Fig.

8. Also shown is the calculated displacement aa-

suming the effective C-J pressures of 365 and 300

kbar. An effective C-J pressure of 320 kbar fits

the experimental data and is additional confirmation

of the importance of the build-up process. Even

systems with thin foils will result in interrupting

the build-up behavior and markedly decrease the ob-

served performance.

It is important to reslize that an explosive’s

effective C-J pressure dependa on the magnitude of

the initiating pulse, the distance of run, and if

aide rarefactions can affect the flow, upon the con-

finement.

I
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v. NITROMETHANE IN PIANE GEOMETRY

Craig measured the initial free-surface veloci-

ties of Dural plates driven by plane wave nitrometh-

ane detonations. The experimental geometries were

TNT Teflon
Lens (cm)—— &!Ll-

P-040 1.27 0.01524

P-081 2.54 0.01524

These systems result

Nitromethane
(20.32-cm-diam)

(cm) Plates

2.54 Dural

5.08 Dural

in nitromethane detonation

waves that are initially slightly overdriven and

then decay to the infinite-medium effective C-J

pressure. Although the experiments seem to scale,

the 5.08-cm thickness deviates from the 2.54-cm

thickness by about 1.5% at the largeat scaled (Dural/

nftromethane) thickness. This ia larger than the

experimental error (0.5%) and is probably a result

of overdrive or two-dimensional effects.

Figure 9 shows the experimental data and the

calculated velocities as a function of scaled Dural

thicknesses for a yield of O and 5.5 kbar. In con-

trast to the underdriven 9404 data, the nitromethane

data scale and do not exhibit build-up. Because the

initiation of a homogeneous explosive begins in the

previously shocked but undetonated explosive and

proceeds through the compressed explosive at a ve-

locity and pressure greater than the infinite-medium

velocity and effective C-J pressure, the initiation

of a homogeneous explosive results in an overdriven

detonation that then decays toward the infinite-

medium effective C-J pressure. Also, because the

initiation of homogeneous explosives results in over-

drive detonations in the practical caae, they will

not exhibit build-up. The nitromethane experimental

data seem to scale and to be adequately descrtbed by

a steady-state model. Although one might wish to

conclude that other overdrive detonations will de-

cay to a steady-state detonation, it is just as pos-

sible that they will decay to a flow that continues

to be time dependent (oscillates),perhaps requiring

greater experimental resolution to detect.

VI. BUILD-UP IN PLANE GEONETRY FOR TNT AND
COMPOSITION B

Since the initial discovery of build-up in 9404,

additional studies were made by Craig for TNT and by

I I I I I I I

— CALCULATED y = 2.17,
OCJ=O.6290 cml,s PcJ=141 kbaf, YO=I

OCRAIG’S EXPERIMENTAL DATA
FOR 2.54-cm CH3N02 RUN

X CRAIG’S EXPERIMENTAL OATA.

\ FoR S.OS-cm CH3N02 RUN

--- CALCULATED YO= 5.5

\
\

\
\

\

‘\x.
‘\

‘.\
.x
‘\ \\

\ \ \ \ \ \ .
“\
\\\ o

.x

I I I I I I 1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

DURAL THICKNESS \NITROMETHANE THICKNESS

Fig. 9. Dural free-surface velocities vs the scaled
Dural/nitromethane thickness for 2.54 and
5.08 cm of nitromethane. The calculated
curves use the experimental infinite-medium
velocity of 0.629 cmlps, effective C-J pres-
sure of 141 kbar, gamma of 2.17 and Dural
yields of O and 5.5 kbar.

Davis for Composition B. Figure 10 shows that these

explosives also -hibit a change in the effective

detonation preaaure as a function of distance of run

and also a detonation velocity that remains essen-

tially constant within the experimental measurement

error. A curve is also shown for self-overdriven

nitromethane for comparison with the other explosives

that are underdriven by the Bsratol plane wave initia-

tion. The infinite-medium C-J pressures are shown on

the right-hand side of the figure. The build-up be-

havior is apparently different for the various explo-

sives, with a lesser difference between 9404 and Com-

position B as distances of run decrease. It seems

possible that explosive build-up curves could cross

and that the ordering of the performance characteris-

tic of explosives could change, depending upon the

distance of run and perhaps also on the initiating

syatemo It is possible that some explosives may not

exhibit appreciable amounts of bufld-up. PETN is a

likely candidate for minimal build-up behavior.

I
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IN PLANE GEOMETRY

1
;

IL 1
.
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Fig, 10. Experimental effective C-J pressures of
9404, Composition B, TNT, and nitromethane
initfated by a plane wave Baratol lens vs
distance of run. The infinite-medium C-J
pressures are
of the figure
tromethsne is
er explosives

These results give

shown on the right-hand side
for each explosive. The ni-
self-overdriven and the oth-
are underdriven.

quantitative significance to
14

previous discussions of the impossibility in ob-

taining complete agreement with experimental data

for any equation of state treatment that aaaumea the

detonations are steady-state. With the observed

large effects of build-up, it is remarkable that cal-
4

culations that assume steady state, such as BKW, do

as well as they do in reproducing the observed or-

dering of explosive performance. It does not seem

to be profitable to attempt to make extensive stud-

ies of the equation of state of detonation products

and to ignore the nonsteady-state behavior that ac-

counta for moat of the observed difference between

theory and experimental performance. As stated in

Ref. 14, “This complicated time-dependent behavior

will have to be included into the calculation of per-

formance of an explosive. The aasumpti.onsof chemi-

cal equilibrium will have to be dropped and detailed

chemical kinetics and the time-dependent deposition

of solid carbon will have to be more realistically

described.”

VII. DISCUSSION OF PLANB GEOMETRY DETONATION
BUILD-UP

If one investigatea the experimental data for

explosive systems with length-to-diameterratios of

one-half or greater, he finds that the Taylor wave

is much steeper than predicted by our build-up mod-

el. Although we have attributed this to two-dimen-

sional effects, Bdzil and Davisg rejected that hy-

pothesis and developed multiple reaction zone models

to describe all the data for length-to-diameter ra-

tioa up to 1.0, assuming that the experimental data

are not significantly affected by the two-dimensional

effects. They have been successful in reproducing

the experimental data. Their excellent work providea

ua with another build-up model that ia potentially

more general and useful than the one described in

this report. It remains to be proved that all the

experimental data can be considered as a single set

of data, regardless of the length-to-diameter ratio,

over the ranges they have used. We believe that

their models or some variation thereof will be very

useful for engineering applications.

Even after 10 yr of effort, we have only begun

to determine the actual nonsteady-state behavior of

detonations, and our modeling of this process can

only be classified as numerical engineering. One of

the most unexpected and puzzling results of the ex-

perimental studies of recent years has been the ob-

served constancy of the detonation velocity of an ex-

plosive and the associated large variation of the

effective C-J pressurea and Taylor waves. The ob-

served lack of appreciable curvature at the front of

unconfined and confined explosive chargess is further

evidence that the detonation velocity cannot be re-

lated to the other state parameters in any simple

manner.

The reaulta of this report suggest that a rich

harvest of experimental detonation performance in-

formation ia possible in the future. We need to know

what really happens to the build-up curves if the

initiating pressures are increased or if the geometry

is obviously two-dimensional. The build-up curves

for other explosives with significantly different

oxygen balance such as PETN would be most useful. We

need to determine if the experimental build-up curves

change with variations in physical properties, such

as particle size and density. Without such a bank of I

10
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experimental information to suggest what physical or

chemical parameters should be considered, the theo-

retical study of build-up is nearly boundless and

has little chance of addressing the problem realis-

tically.

VIII. DETONATIONS IN DIVERGING GEOMETRY

A theoretical treatment of a spherically ax-

panding detonation wave does not exist. The Taylor

self-similar solution for divergent detonations has

been widely used for lack of a better treatment;

however, Courant and Friedrichs
15

show that it is

incorrect. The Taylor self-similar solutton does

not permit the pressure at the end of the reaction

zone to change with the divergence of the flow.

Msder3 reported the results of studies on the

time-dependent reaction zones of an ideal gas, ni-

tromethane and liquid TNT, using one-dimensional nu-

merical hydrodynamics with the Arrhenius rate law,

A similar study was made of the reaction zone in

spherically diverging geometry. We have studied the

reaction zone for nitromethane that was sufficiently

overdriven to be stable in the plane case and for an

ideal gas that was stable in the plane case at C-J

velocity. Figures I.1and 12 show that the detona-

tion process is completely dependent upon the rare-

factfon process following it. The pressure at the

front and back of the reaction zone quickly drops

below the plane wave C-J values.

We cannot follow the calculation with a re-

solved reaction zone for a long distance because of

the limited capacity of our computers. We have per-

formed one-dimensionalnumerical hydrodynamic cal-

culations using Arrhenius kinetics and unresolved

reaction zones. The important features of the flow

do not depend upon the mesh size or detailed kinet-

ics. Similar results can be obtained ueing C-J vol-

ume burn. For an overdriven detonation, the pres-

sure decreases until it is considerably less than

the effective C-J value and then slowly increases

toward the effective C-J value. For an underdriven

detonation, the pressure slowly increases toward the

effective C-J value.

Craig determined the free-surface velocity of

Dural plates in contact with 1.27-, 5.08-, and 7.62-

cm-radius

initiated

spheres, or effective

by detonators varying

spheres, of 9404

in size from a “point”

.
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Fig. 11. Pressure and reaction zone thickness vs
time for a Z.S-pm-radius hot spot driving
a spherically divergent detonation in ni-
tromethane. The calculation was performed
using 100-~ mesh.
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spherically divergent detonation in an
ideal gas described by E* = 10, f = 1.0,
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of O.1-mm radius of high-density PETN to an effec-

tive sphere of 0.76-cm radius which had low-density

PETN (1.0 g/cm3) for the inner 0.2 cm and high-den-
3

sity PETN (1.6 glcm ) for the outer 0.56 cm. The

center of the 9404 detonation wave was observed to

be within 0.01 cm of the center of the detonator.

This is because the high-density PETN produces pres-

sure profiles that are similar to 9404 at short dis-

tances of run.

Craig’s experimental data are shown in Fig. 13.

Although one might wish to conclude that the data

scale, this is not the case, because the smaller ra-

dius spheres generally give lower velocities at the

same scaled thickness. It is important to realize

that although scaling is necessary for a Taylor self-

similar model, it is not sufficient to show that the

Taylor model is correct. The model used below al-

most ecales but is not Taylor self-similar.

Calculations were performed for 1.27-, 5.08-,

7.62-, and 10.16-cm-radius spheres of 9404 and deto-

nator, with the detonator described by a 0.2-cm-ra-

dius PETN hot spot, which initiated the surrounding

0.56-cm-thick layer of high-density PETN. The BKW

or gamma-law equation of state for 9404 with an ef-

fective C-J pressure of 365 kbar and a gauma of

2.914 yielded the lower dashed curve shown in Fig.

13 for a 10.16-cm-radius sphere. The free-surface

velocity of the 1.27-cm-radius aphere was -Z less

than that of the 10.16-cm-thfck sphere at the same

scaled thickness.

The calculated peak detonation pressure in the

9404 as a function of radiua is shown in Fig. 14.

For a 10-cm-radius sphere, the calculation using

Arrhenius burn and BKW equation of state results in

a detonation velocity of 0.8868 cnlps and peak

.

I

I

y = 2.9[4 SLAS

I
CALCUIJWION

ol,~
“o 0.2 0.4 0.6

DURALTHlCKNESS/9404 THICKNESS

Fig. 13. Initial free-surface velocities vs scaled
Dural/9404 thickness for plane, cylindri-
cally, and spherically divergtng 9404 deto-
nations. Calculated results are shown for
gammas of 2.914 (identical to results ob-
tained using the BKW equation of state)
and for gamma of 3.227 (the maximum gamma
expected from build-up).

detonation pressure of 312 kbar, compared with the

BKW plane wave value of 0.8880 cmfps and effective

C-J pressure of 365 kbar; thus one can apparently

have differences of 53 kbar in pressure and only 12

mis in velocity between plane and spherically diver-

ging geometry. The experimental detonation veloci-

ties for these systems are within 100 mls of the

plane wave values.

The experimental values shown in Fig. 13 lie be-

low the calculated curve using 365 kbar for the ef-

fective C-J preaaure and gamma of 2.914. The 1.27-

cm-radius values were generally below the 7.62-cm-

radius points at the same scaled thickness. To ob-

tain the maximum expected value of the build-up, we

shifted the 9404 build-up curve to give the PETN ef-

fective C-J pressure of 300 kbar to the 9404 at zero

12
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RADIUS (cm)

Fig. 14. Calculated peak detonation pressures of
9404 in spherically diverging geometry
using a high-density PETN detonator vs
detonation wave front radius.

thickness. This gives us an effective C-J pressure

of 338 kbar and a ganmzaof 3.227 for the expected

build-up equation of state of 9404 initiated with

high-density PETN at the minimum (1.27 cm) distance

of run studied experimentally. The bottom line in

Fig. 13 shows the spherically diverging calculation

with the maximum amount of build-up that can be rea-

sonably expected. This curve ie just below the ex-

perimental 1.27-cm-radiuavalues.

Craig also determined the free-surface velocity

of Dural plates in contact with 1.27-, 2.54-, and

5.08-cm-radius cylinders, or effective cylinders, of

9404 initiated with line generators of high-density

PETN. Figure 13 shows the experimental and calcu-

lated results for 9404 cylinders with a gamma of

2.914 and for the maximum amount of build-up gamma

of 3.227. Also shown are parts of the plane results

described in Sec. IV. The build-up effect decreases

with increasing divergence of the flow. The build-

up effect ia also small because the initiating pres-

sures in diverging geometry are high.

Although the above agreement between the ex-

perimental data and calculations in diverging geom-

etry is impressive, it does not suffice to show that

the flow is not self-similar. It might be possible

that an equation of state could be devised with a

sufficiently steep isentrope to compensate for keep-

ing the pressure at the infinite-medium effective C-J

pressure as assumed in the Taylor self-similar solu-

tion. What is needed is a direct measurement of the

Taylor wave pressure or density behind plane and

spherically diverging detonation waves in an explo-

sive. If the experimentally observed Taylor waves

for the two systems do not give the same maximum

density and pressure values, the flow is not Taylor

self-similar.

Venable12 took PHERMF.Xradiographs of the deto-

nation wave of Composition B-3, using embedded tan-

talum foils, to determine the particle velocity and

density throughout the Taylor wave in plane and

spherically diverging geometry. Using a gamma-law

or BXW equation of state, one obtains excellent

agreement between the calculated and experimental

Taylor wave densities for the front quarter of the

wave as shown in Fig. 15. The experimental slab

effective C-J density is 2.4 ? 0.05 g/cm3 and the

experimental diverging peak density is 2.2 t 0.05

g/cm3. This is conclusive evidence that the Taylor

self-similar solution is incorrect and that the cal-

culated flow in diverging geometry is adequately

reproducing the actual flow.

Another d%verging system, studied by Hsntel
16

and Davis, for which experimental data are availa-

ble is a 11.4-cm-dfam, 1.69-g/cm3 9205 sphere deto-

nated from the center by a 0.635-cm-diem spherical

detonator surrounded by 13 cm of water. The BKW

I I I I I I I I

24 –

— CALCULATED

23 – -– PHERMEX

—.- TAYLOR SOLUTION

22 —

2; —

“’E 20 —

<
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8.8-cm RUN

: 19 —

z
z
:

1.8 —

1? -

16

SPHERICALLY

15 — 64-cm RADIUS

14 —-

13 I I I I I [ I I
0.55 0.65 0.75 0ss 095

FRACTION OF TOTAL THICKNESS

Fig. 15. Calculated and P RMEX Taylor wave densL-
Tties of 1.73 g/cm Composition B-3 explo-

sive.
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effective C-J pressure for 9205 is 280 kbar and the

calculated peak detonation pressure at the outaide

of the 9205 ia 230 kbar. The calculated and ex-

perimental positions of the shock front as a func-

tion of time are shown in Ref. 17. They agree to

within the measurement errors of the experiments.

The one-dimensional flow of spherically and

cylindrically diverging detonation wavea may be

closely approximated numerically if the flow is not

forced to be Taylor self-similar. The build-up ef-

fect in diverging geometry is maaked by the larger

divergence effect and higher pressure initiation

systems.

IX. DETONATIONS IN CONVERGING GEOMETRY

Converging detonations preaent no special nu-

merical difficulties. One can obtain similar re-

sults for converging detonations using the Arrhenius

rate law, the C-J volume burn, or the sharp-shock

method, as in RICSHAW or SIN, of burning the explo-

sive. Figure 16 showa the calculated peak detona-

tion pressure as a function of scaled radius for

spheres and cylinders of 9404 and nitromethane using

either the BKW equation of state or the gamma-law

equation of state with the same effective C-J pres-

sure of 365 kbar for 9404 and the BKW equation of

state for nitromethane. Figure 17 shows the deto-

nation velocity as a function of scaled radius for a

sphere of 9404. If build-up did not occur, the above

results would describe the convergence effect for

any size of explosive sphere, becsuae the results

scale. However, because there is build-up, one must

start with different effective C-J pressures, de-

pending upon the initial radius of the aphere and

the magnitude of the initiating pulse. The results

in Fig. 16 are about correct for a 10-cm-radfus

sphere of 9404.

As discussed in Sec. III, one requirement for

using a programmed burn is a description of the

change in detonation velocity with convergence. With

Fig. 17 it ia possible to describe the velocity for

9404 aa a function of convergence for one equation

of state. In our search for a more general descrip-

tion, we performed converging detonation calculations

for 9404, Composition B, and nitromethane using dif-

ferent effective C-J pressures and both the SIN and

RICSHAW computer codes. We found, as shown in Fig.
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Fig. 16. Calculated peak detonation pressures vs
scaled radius for spherically and cylin-
drically converging detonations of 9404
and nitromethane.

18, that the results could be scaled as the peak

detonation pressure divided by the effective C-J

pressure as a function of the scaled radius. Figure

19 shows that one can obtain a similar scaled plot

for the detonation velocity.

As a good first approximation, the detonation

velocity, D, can be described as a function of the

detonation front radius divided by the initial ra-

dius, R/Ro, in spherical geometry by

D
o z 1.65

()‘= 0“22049 iiiirD
+ 0.9845 ,

CJ o

for 1.0 < R > 0.25
T
o

and in cylindrical geometry
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D—. 0.1255 (~
)
+ 0.9875 ,

‘CJ o

for 1.0 < R
~

> 0.15 .

These equations permit converging detonation calcula-

tion using the programmed velocity burn down to

R/R. of at least 0.5. They must be used with care

because they are approximate, and other equationa of

atate could give different convergence effects.
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Fig. 18. Scaled peak detonation pressures vs scaled
radius for spherically and cylindrically
converging detonations of 9404, nitro-
methane, and Composition B.

Experimental evidence that the calculated con-

verging detonation wave profiles are realistic has

been collected by Morales and Venable
18

using the

PHERMEX facility. They detonated a 9404 sphere

12.319 cm in outside radius and studied the shock

wave formed when the converging detonation wave in-

teracted with a 3.048-cm-radius aluminum sphere.

Embedded foils permitted the determination of the

density profile before and after the shock wave had

converged at the center of the sphere. The explo-

sive was described with an effective plane C-J pres-

sure of 365 kbar. The peak detonation pressure upon

arrival of the detonation front at the surface of

the aluminum sphere was 820 kbar. The calculated

timing of the arrival of the detonation front agreed

with the experimental observations. The 1100 alu-

minum had an initial density of 2.710 g/cm3 and the

equation of state used was U = 0.5222 +1.428 U
s

with a gamma of 1.7. Above 5 Mbar, the Barnes
~gP
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equation of state was used.

calculated and experimental

velocities vs scaled ra-

explosives as in Fig.

Figure 20 shows the

positions of the shock

waves and interface, and Fig. 21 shows the foil po-

sition through the shock wave in aluminum at 1.63 US

after the shock arrived at the explosive-aluminum

interface. Such good agreement with the experimental

results indicates that the calculated convergent

detonation profile is realistic.

x. CONCLUSIONS

The detonation process for 9404 in plane, di-

verging, and converging geometry is not steady state.

The 9404 infinite-medium effective C-J pressure of

400 kbar is achieved only after a great distance of

run, using initiating systems that initially shock

the explosive to < 300 kbar. The build-up process

of the effective C-J pressure of 9404 was reproduced

using an empirical build-up model calibrated with

experimental data for one-dimensional systems in

plane, diverging, and converging geometry. Similar

build-up behavior was observed for Composition B and

TNT.

The observed small changes of detonation veloci-

ty in plane and diverging geometry that are associ-

ated with large changes in the effective C-J pressure

I I I

+ PHERMEX ddo

v–

—SIN COhllOti&l

+

9404/Al In!erfmo

‘“I /Ref’e
1.0–

+

I I I
1.0 2.0 3.0

TIME (As)

Fig. 20. Radius vs time profiles of the shock waves
and interfaces inside a 3.048-cm-radius
sphere of aluminum shocked by a surround-
ing sphere of 9.271-cm-thick 9404. PHERMEX
radiographic data are shown at four dif-
ferent times.

and the Taylor waves suggest that our usual steady-

state detonation models are unrealistic. The physi-

cal and/or chemical processes that are rate-

I I I
I.0 2.0 30

FINAL FOIL RADIUS (cm)

Fig. 21. Initial and final foil radii and the shock
wave density for the system described in
Fig. 20 at 1.63 ps after detonation wave
arrived at the surface of aluminum sphere.
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determining in the detonation process are unknown.

Extensive experimental studies will be required to

determine the nature of these processes.

The practical.consequences of the nonsteady-

state behavior of explosives have been elucidated.

Our previous attempts to describe an explosive with

a single effective C-J pressure, regardless of the

distance of run or the initiating systems, were as

certain of failure as if we had used a single C-J

pressure and velocity to describe all explosives.

We look forward to increased understanding of the

detonation process that

mental strait jacket of

WY occur as we abandon the

steady-state theory.
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